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Abstract 

Language technology involves various language processing tools and techniques which significantly 

contribute to Natural Language Processing (NLP). Among NLP, natural language text and speech processing 

are two emerging segments that require huge attention from research. Regional language processing with the 

advent of Artificial Intelligence brings umpteen opportunities, especially in the Indian context as many 

languages were spoken in different parts of the Country. A Recommender Model in the Malayalam language 

in Travel and tourism domain using unsupervised machine learning techniques is the intention behind this 

paper.  Malayalam is a low-resource and highly inflected language that possesses a greater chance for 

ambiguity. Data sharing online platforms and social media are used as data collection sources, where the 

availability is still limited and challenging, which may cause scarcity of data. The works propose various 

methodologies to generate a custom-made scraping model from the social media written in the Malayalam 

Language and its preprocessing. A deep-level Travelogue Tagger has been specially constructed as part of the 

experiment. This paper proposes a recommender model based on traveler reviews using Collaborative filtering 

and Cosine similarity methods. The experiment succeeded with high precision. 
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1. Introduction 

For the past few years, Technology has been 

achieving growth at an exponential rate. People 

use it as an inexpensive mode of communication. 

Everybody connects with multiple applications 

through their mobile phones and handheld devices. 

Posting images, videos, review comments, polls, 

and other activities is not a big deal nowadays. 

That is the reason why Terabytes of data have been 

generated every second. According to a poll, social 

networks are used by roughly 73% of internet 

adults in the United States, and there are more than 

2 billion accounts that produce a vast amount of 

online media content [1]. 

 

Information retrieved from social media is 

considered incredibly important for organizations, 

business firms, political leaders, advertising 

companies, and policymakers. This data is 

professionally processed to prepare future 

strategies, recognize business trends, and propose 

recommendations to customers. From the 

trajectory of applications in social networking 

sites, Facebook is considered bigger enough to be 

the third-largest country, next to China and India 

[2]. 

 

Gathering meaningful information from these 

giant data repositories is harder and more 

challenging in research and academia. The 

availability of exact data and its proper processing 

define the precision of the output. To automate data 

collecting, there are primarily three approaches. 

The first method uses web services, where the 

native site offers tools and technologies for legal 

data access. The second method uses a bespoke 

application to access API, and the third method 

uses coding to scrape [3] social media for raw 

content. Twitter provides two packages Tweepy 

and Twitter for retrieving information using python 

and R languages respectively [4]. 

 

Web scraping is the process of gathering data from 

the internet and saving it to any backend storage 

medium for later retrieval and analysis. Scraping 

can be carried out either manually, automatically, 

by software, or by a web crawler. The two steps of 

web scraping are obtaining the necessary resources 

from a chosen website using HTTP queries and 

extracting enough information from the site to be 

further parsed, reformatted, and organized into a 

structured style. With the use of tools and libraries 

like request, puppeteer, and selenium, the 

resources can be extracted in the first stage as 

HTML, XML, pictures, audio, or JSON forms. The 

packages like beautiful soup shall be used for 

parsing row data. 

 

Facebook's API [5], which only allows for the 

retrieval of a limited selection of predetermined 

data in a predetermined way, making it difficult to 

gather all of the information from a user's postings, 

including their unique preference set. To overcome 

this, several free automatic web scraping solutions, 

such as Octoparse, Dexi.io, Outwit Hub, 

Scrapinghub, and Parsehub [6], are available to 

researchers. These tools can be used to collect real-

time tweets and posts filtered by keywords, 

location, and language using packages like Rvest, 

R Selenium, rtweet, stream R, and R facebook. 

Additionally, user reactions like comments, likes, 

and shares from public Facebook pages [7] can 

also be collected. However, it is crucial to obtain 

users' consent before monitoring their private 

communications, including emails, posts on social 

media, or private conversations [8]. 

 

2. Literature Review 

A study conducted by Md. Abu Kauser et al, about 

web crawlers. Web crawlers are automated 

computer programs that search and download 

internet data by moving across web pages [9]. The 

native APIs from facebook.com and Instagram 

help to retrieve data to the registered user through 

an App ID. App Secret [10] is an encryption 

mechanism to ensure the secrecy of data transfer. 

Anitha Ananthan discusses the methodologies to 

retrieve and analyse quality research papers 

published in Scopus, Springer, SCI and Wo S 

journals to generate a recommender system for the 

researchers [11]. Various techniques commonly 

adopted for information mining from social 

networking sites like FB and Twitter are discussed 

by Said. A, et al [12]. 

 

In paper [13] Ilham Safeek conducted a study to 

generate a suitable career path for customers from 

social media information like reviews, online 

activities, and reactions they share on online 

platforms. Utilizing data from social media, 

particularly tweets from Twitter, could potentially 

increase the accuracy of suggestions, according to 

research by Sunita Tiwari and colleagues [14]. 

Stefan and his colleagues concluded that there are 

four separate processes in the social media 

analytics process: data discovery, retrieving, 

planning, and investigation. [15]. 

 

The South Dravidian language Malayalam is an 

agglutinative language with a sophisticated 

inflectional morphology. The complexity of text 
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processing in the Malayalam language is discussed 

by Rizwana in the paper [16]. Ajees A, et. al 

discussed a NER (Named Entity Recognition) 

model to low resourced language Malayalam using 

Neural Networks [17].  Hovy et al., classified the 

concept of text summarization as extractive and 

abstractive model [18]. Remiyya and her team 

conducted a study on retrieving relevant data from 

text written in the Malayalam language on social 

networking sites to extract different entities with 

the help of the Structured Skip-Gram Model [19]. 

A discussion was done by Pandian and the team on 

NLU (Natural Language Understanding) to 

understand input data as sentences using text or 

speech [20]. 

 

In a distinct document-level encoder built on 

BERT, Yang Liu et al. were able to articulate the 

document's general meaning, determine the 

meanings of its phrases, and achieve good results 

in both extractive and abstractive summarization 

[21] [22]. A graph-based approach to summarize 

the exact meaning of a passage was the study of 

Kanitha et al., in paper [23].  A semantic graph-

based model and statistical sentence scoring 

algorithm proposed by Rajina and Sumam for text 

summarization [24]. 

 

3. Dataset 

This study focuses on using data from a Facebook 

group called 'Sanchari', which is the biggest online 

travel group in the Malayalam language, with a 

member count of approximately 7.3 lakh as of 22-

02-2022. The group provides a platform for 

individuals to share their travel experiences and 

reviews in the Malayalam language, covering 

different locations globally. With over 50000 

detailed reviews and hundreds of comments per 

post, we considered 11500 travel posts from 

different users, each containing an average of 35 

sentences. These posts provide personal 

preferences, public check-ins, likes, comments, 

and educational details, among others. 

 

4. Methodology 

This research paper discusses the limitations of 

using Facebook's API to fetch data from groups 

and pages. While the API provides a faster and 

more efficient method to collect data, it has limited 

availability and is insufficient for carrying out 

research using ML and NLP techniques for 

customized recommender models. As a result, a 

custom tool has been developed using JSON, Node 

JS, and other scripting tools to scrape essential 

details from Facebook. This tool allows for a more 

comprehensive collection of data and provides the 

necessary information for the development of a 

customized recommender model. The 

functionality of algorithms is based on three 

successive processes. Targeting the posts returns 

the posts, time of publishing, reactions, and 

comments received, shares count, and the author's 

profile_url for each post. For the time being, we 

didn't concentrate on responding to the post's 

comments. With the aid of this profile_url, the 

second stage concentrates more on the user's 

check-in information and public personal 

information like education, place, marital status, 

and family details. The final stage involves 

flattening the JSON format, which contains all 

these raw data, into an Excel sheet. 

 

Facebook also offers group administrators an 

analytical tool called Insight, which will reveal 

thorough information about the group as an 

interactive dashboard. By observing statistical 

analysis, it is possible to assess user participation 

and find other indicators of group activities. 

 

 
Fig. 1 Facebook group administrator insight 
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The steps followed in scraping FB posts from 

target Groups. 

 

1. Sign into Facebook group/page/wall with 

username and password 

2. Identifying and locating the exact DOM 

element from ‘raw’ data 

3. Fetching user’s posts, messages, posted time, 

and reactions. 

4. Fetching individual favorites, histories, and 

location check-in details. 

5. Creating and transforming JSON files to a 

spreadsheet. 

 

5. System Pipeline 

The process of scraping is divided into two 

segments. In the first phase, it fetches all available 

details from the given Facebook group. The 

extracted data in the form HTML tags and JSON 

scripts are then converted into Excel spreadsheets 

or CSV files using three submodules. In the second 

phase, Natural Language Processing is used to 

preprocess Malayalam text from the Facebook 

group. The algorithm successfully extracted in the 

first phase and was able to preprocess it using NLP 

techniques to develop a recommender system 

model. 

 

5.1.  Data collection from Facebook group 

Phase 1: Basic post scraping. An array is used here 

to append information from the travel posts and 

associated details. We can thoroughly scrape each 

post by iterating through this array. Native 

websites like Facebook and Instagram offer the 

natural Graph API, which may retrieve 

information much more quickly than specialized 

web scraping. But it can provide a pre-defined set 

of information only. That will not suit the 

requirement for this study. However, the system 

could get 2500 post details in an hour when using 

cutting-edge tools and optimized code. In total, 

12500 posts with details were scraped in 5 hours 

while the code was running. To bypass rate 

restrictions and address memory leaks, the 

algorithm introduces random delays between each 

fetch, allowing for the retrieval of more posts. 

Since precise CSS selectors are not available on 

the page, the algorithm uses parent-child relations 

in the DOM. The data is then filtered and saved in 

JSON format for further processing in the next 

stage. 

 

Phase 2: User’s data fetching. The random time 

delays between each page visit in this step cause it 

to take longer than step one. Each post author visits 

8 pages, with a 2 to 8-second pause between each 

page view. We determined that 2 to 8 seconds are 

the ideal range for these 

 

 
Fig. 2.  Post details fetched in step 1. 

 

adjustable time intervals. Author information for a 

single post: 16 seconds minimum, or 2 times 8 

seconds. Maximum duration: 64 seconds (8 * 8). 

On average, the details of one post's author are 

collected in one minute, even with delays during 

scrolling for scraping check-ins. 1500 or more 

posts were handled in a single day. By adjusting 
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time delays and providing fast internet, these 

findings can be enhanced. 

 

Parameters Remarks Cycle 

Posts Complete travel review Cycle I 

Time Time of posting Cycle I 

post_url Link of the post Cycle I 

profile_url The distinctive ID of the user Cycle I 

total_reactions Likes, comments, shares Cycle I 

Comments User comments Cycle I 

shares Shares count Cycle I 

about_work_ and_education Job and education Cycle II 

about_family_ and_relation Marital status Cycle II 

Check-ins traveled places and check-ins Cycle III 

Table 1. Data scraping details in iteration wise. 

 

5.2. Language Processing over Malayalam 

travelogue 

The travelogues and messages were obtained from 

a Facebook group that has in-depth descriptions of 

various travel experiences in Malayalam. The 

paragraphs are to be subjected to perform sentence 

tokenization and these sentences to work 

tokenization. General preprocessing techniques 

such as removal of stop words, punctuations, 

symbols, images, numbers, and codemixed tokens. 

Another important task here to perform is to 

identify the root word of each token. Root_pack is 

a python package developed by ICFOSS for this 

purpose [25]. 

 

Implementation of the root_pack package is as 

below, import root_pack 

root_pack.root(“സഹ ോദരഹ ോട ോപ്പമോയിരു

ന്നു”) 

The output from this package is the root word 

“സഹ ോദരന്” 

 

5.3. Look-up Dictionary Formation 

The lengthy travelogue undergoes basic data 

cleaning and text processing tasks. Sentence 

tokenization and word tokenization then lead to 

root word extraction. The next phase is to stop 

word removal and punctuation removal. Malicious 

and irrelevant tokens are omitted in this step. The 

next major task is annotating these refined tokens 

with corresponding tags. 

 

The travelogue must be sorted with a predefined 

set of Travel tags. The most essential details must 

be identified from each travelogue are Travel Type, 

Mode of Transportation, Location details, Climate 

of Travel, and Geographical features of the 

destination. For that, a look-up dictionary has been 

created with the above tags. Each list contains all 

possible fields in that genre. The sample structure 

of the look-up dictionary is given below in Table 

2.

 

Locations:  മുക്കം, മണോലി, ദൽ ി, കശ്മീര്, മലന്പുഴ, etc 

Travel Types:  [നടത്തം] നടത്തം, ലിഫ്റ്റ  
 [റ ോഡ്] കോര്, ബസ്, ഡ്രൈവ്, റ ോഡ്. 

 Travel Modes: [റ ോറ ോ] റ ോറ ോ, തനിച്ചറ  

 [കൂട്ടുകോര്] കൂട്ടുകോര്, കുടുംബം, ചങ്കറ, റരബോ 

 Climates: [തണുപ്പറ] തണുപ്പറ, മഴ, ഡ്ൈതയം 
 [ചൂട്] ചൂട്,  മ്മര്, വെയില്, റെനല് 

Table 2. Tabular format of look-up dictionary. 

 

Once the travelogue has been processed with the 

above steps, each relevant token in Malayalam 

travelogue has been annotated with a 

corresponding tag and embedded in numerical 

values. Thus, each travelogue can be defined into 

four or five discrete features which would be 

sufficient to describe that post. 

 

5.4. Malayalam Travelogue Tagger 

To fetch and annotate all tokens such as 

Destination, Mode of journey, Type of journey, and 

time of travel in the travelogue, the existing POS 

Tagger for Malayalam has been updated by 

appending additional tags for dealing Travelogues. 

The Part of Travelogue (POT) Tagger [34] follows 
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the BIS of the POS Tagger. The structure of POT 

Tagger has been given below: 

 

The additional tags added to POT Tagger are, 

Place/Location (L): ൈല്ഹി, ലണ്ടന്, മണോലി / 
Delhi, London, Manali 

Type of Travel (TT): കോര്, ടര യിന്, ഹ ോഡ  , 

ബൈക്ക  / Car, Train, Road, Bike 

Mode of Travel (TM): ഒറ്റക്ക , 

സ രരവര്തകര്, കു ുുംൈും, കൂട്ടുകോര് / 

Solo, Colleagues, Family, Friends 

Climate of destination (LC):  തണുപ്്പ, മഞ്ഞ്, 

സമ്മർ / Hot, Summer, winter, snow 

Type of destination (LT): രപകൃതി, തീര്ഥോടനം, 
ചരിരതം / Nature, Pilgrimage, High range 

 

The processing of tagging and other language 

processing is done with the help of Natural 

Language Toolkit (NLTK) packages and custom 

paid packages and Corpus files in the python 

programming language.  Sample POT Tagger is 

given in Table 3.

 

Sl. No Category  Label Annotation Convention Example 

Top Level Sub Level 

I Location 1 L L_N ഡല് ി, മുന്നോര് 

II Type of trip 1 TT TT_T കോര്, ഹൈോട്ട , വിമോ ും 

III Mode of trip 1 TM TM_N ചങ്ങോതി, ഒറ്റക്ക , 

കു ുുംൈും 

IV Destination Climate 1 LC LC_T മഴ, ചൂ   

V destination Type 1 LT LT_N  ോഹ ികം, ചരിരതം 
Table 3. Customized tags and annotations are used in POT Tagger. 

 

5.5. Preparation of Travel DNA 

Travel DNA gives the choices and preferences of 

each traveler. Each travelogue is now able to 

describe its crux in the 5 most essential features. A 

traveler may visit different locations in different 

modes and different travel types. The taste of a 

particular traveler can be figured out from 

observing these records and can create a pattern for 

his travel. Such travel patterns of every traveler can 

form Travel DNA and be further classified into 

different clusters, where each cluster contains like-

minded travelers as shown in Table 4.

 

Traveler Location Tr__Type Tr_Mode Climate Location Type 

 

Babu 

Delhi 1 Bus   1 Family   3 Rain   1 Historic   1 

Mumbai   3 Car   2 Friend   3 Winter  1 Pilgrimage   3 

Goa   4 Flight   2 Friend   2 Winter   1 Adventure   5 

 

James 
ആരര 5 ടര യിന് 4 കു ുുംൈും 3 തണുപ്്പ  1 ചരിരതും 2 

ഹരോവ 2 കോര് 2   ഒറ്റക്ക  1 മഞ്ഞ ് വിഹ ോദും 8 

ടകോച്ചി  9 ബസക്കിള് 

6 

സു ൃത  3 തണുപ്പ് 1 തീര്ഥോ  ും 3 

ഹരോവ  25 വിമോ ും 5 സു ൃത  3 സമ്മർ 2 വിഹ ോദും 8 

Table 4.   Sample the Travel DNA of users with 5 distinct keywords from each travelogue. 

 

Travel DNA is good enough to provide 

comprehensive information about the travel 

pattern of each traveler. The unique feature set for 

each traveler is created by observing the most 

frequent mode of travel or destinations. The DNA 

of A, B and C are symbolically given as a 3D 

representation in Figure 4. Travel A has traveled 

multiple locations with multiple combinations of 

features. Likewise, DNA of each traveler 

constructed for further processing. 
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Fig. 4.  A Sample representation of Travel DNA of 3 users. 

 

A python package count_vectorizer() is used for 

this purpose. As the Travel DNA is created, the 

next process is to create Location DNA. This is 

also an informative table that contains location 

details, such as the mode (TM) in which, with 

whom most travelers preferred to reach here, the 

type (TT) in which type of vehicle most travelers 

opted and the location climate (LC) in which 

season people select this destination. A sample 

structure of Location DNA is given in Figure 5. 

 

 
Fig. 5.   Summarized list of Location DNA 

 

6. Experimental Results 

After constructing these two structures, the cosine 

similarity method is used to identify the list of 

suggested places for each user. Cosine similarity is 

a widely used metric in natural language 

processing (NLP) to quantify the similarity 

between two vectors. In the context of this study, 

the cosine similarity is calculated by measuring the 

angle between two vectors that represent the 

locations of different travel destinations in a multi-

dimensional space as given in Figure 6.  As the 

mathematical calculation given in Figure 7, the 

similarity between two travel destinations enables 

the algorithm to prepare a list of recommended 

destinations for new users. The RS is designed to 

generate two level of predictions. In primary list of 

recommendation displays the places user never 

visited and is likely to visit next. The secondary list 

of recommendations contains a set of places where 

like-minded users visited and hence the current 

user may prefer to visit. 
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Fig. 7. Mathematical equation of Cosine similarity 

In a manual evaluation, from the given user input, 

the model could generate both primary and 

secondary lists of destinations. Out of 5 

recommendations, 4 of them are correct in the 

secondary and 3 of them are correct in the primary 

list, as an average which means 80% accurate in 

secondary and 60% in primary recommendations. 

 
User TT TM LC Recommendations 

Primary Secondary 

Bibin  joseph 0 

ബ ഡ  

0 

സഹ ോദരന് 

0 

തണുപ്്പ 

 ോണിരുരും, 

ഓമഹേരി 

മൂന്നോര്, വയ ോ   

3 

ടര യിന് 

1 

കു ുുംൈും 

0 

തണുപ്്പ 

ടരോള്ളോച്ചി, 

ലഡോക്ക  

ഹകോട്ടയും, രഞ്ചോൈ  

0 

ബ ഡ  

1 

കു ുുംൈും 

1 

മഞ്ഞ  
വയ ോ   കോഞ്ഞങ്ങോ  , ഇ ുക്കി 

Test 2 

ടര ക്കിുംര  

1 

കു ുുംൈും 

0 

തണുപ്്പ 

രോജസ്ഥോന് നിലന്പൂര്, റമഘോലയ 

3 

ടര യിന് 

0 

സഹ ോദരന് 

0 

തണുപ്്പ 

ഹസലും ടകോല്ലും, ലക്ഷദവീര  

0 

ബ ഡ  

0 

സഹ ോദരന് 

1 

മഞ്ഞ  
ഹരോവ രവി, ടതന്മല 

Table 5.   Different combinations of features for users and their predictions 

 

From Table 5, the different recommendations in 

both the primary list and the second list have been 

predicted for various users. Depending upon the 

change in the combination of features 

recommendation list has been updated 

accordingly. A sample output list is given in Fig. 8. 

 

  
Fig. 6. Represen tation of cosine distance e between two vectors.   
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Fig. 8.   Summarized A sample Recommendation for a Guest(test) user. 

A model can be built by following this algorithm 

with the help of a large dataset. For this purpose, 

we trained the model with 11500 lengthy 

travelogues. With the help of Collaborative 

filtering and cosine similarity, the model can 

recommend the most suitable 5 locations for a 

guest customer or existing traveler. 

 

7. Conclusion 

This research project focuses on the development 

of a personalized tourist spot recommender model 

by developing a data scraping algorithm for travel-

related posts from online repositories, especially 

from the largest Facebook Travel group in 

Malayalam. Social media platforms like Facebook 

offer a vast source of data, including travelogues, 

photos, check-ins, polls, opinions, activities, and 

updates, making it an ideal resource for data 

mining. Our algorithm aims to overcome the 

limitations of existing traditional data scraping 

methods. For this study, we gathered 

comprehensive information from 11,500 Facebook 

postings, 3781 public profiles of travelers, and 

details on 84463 location check-ins worldwide. 

Additionally, we developed a Part of Travelogue 

(POT) Tagger, a customized annotator for mapping 

travelrelated tokens, to prepare the Malayalam 

travel dataset. Travel DNA and Location DNA 

have been constructed with the help of this POT 

Tagger. The user’s posts were further processed 

using a collaborative filtering and cosine similarity 

approach to provide them with a recommender 

model powered by machine learning. The model 

could suggest the most suitable 5 destinations as 

Primary recommendations for users considering 

the travel histories, choices, and preferences 

combinations. The performance of the algorithm 

can be increased by considering additional features 

like age group, and gender, optimizing POT 

Tagger, and enhancing tokens in the corpus. 

Unsupervised clustering algorithms like K-means 

clustering or hybrid agglomerative algorithm shall 

be considered for better clustering and prediction. 

The significance of algorithm is as it is the first 

Personalized Travel recommender model 

developed for the Malayalam language. 
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